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A B S T R A C T

Bankruptcy prediction is still important topic receiving notable attention. Information about an imminent
bankruptcy threat is a crucial aspect of the decision-making process of managers, financial institutions, and
government agencies. In this paper, we utilize a newly acquired dataset comprising financial parameters derived
from the annual reports of small- and medium-sized companies. The data, which reveal the true ratio between
bankrupt and non-bankrupt companies, are severely imbalanced and only contain a small fraction of bankrupt
companies. Our solution to overcome this challenging scenario of imbalanced learning was to adopt three one-
class classification methods: a least-squares approach to anomaly detection, an isolation forest, and one-class
support vector machines for comparison with conventional support vector machines. We provide a comprehen-
sive analysis of the financial attributes and identify those that are most relevant to bankruptcy prediction. The
highest prediction performance in terms of the geometric mean score is 91%. The results are validated on two
datasets from the manufacturing and construction industries.

1. Introduction

The recent financial crisis showed the increasing vulnerability of
firms involved in complex business relations, relations with financial
institutions, obligations toward tax agencies, etc. The threat of finan-
cial contagion is rising with the growing complexity of the economy.
The latter experience brought evidence of the fragile financial stabil-
ity of numerous firms. These companies are prone to turbulent finan-
cial shocks with their origins in the external environment. Even though
many studies have been devoted to bankruptcy prediction, a general
methodology that would enable a firm to identify business partners in
financial distress has not yet been proposed.

The uniqueness of the bankruptcy prediction problem can be found
in the nature of the data that are the subject of analysis. The majority of
studies are based on a variety of financial ratios that are derived from
annual financial statements. The annual financial statements usually
consist of two documents –- the balance sheet and income statement.
The first contains information regarding the assets, liabilities, and
owners’ equity, whereas the income statement considers the costs,
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revenues, and eventual profit or loss. Because the frequency of data
is annual, the information in the financial ratios is condensed and
may conceal important fluctuations between two reporting periods.
The quality of data is usually determined by the type of companies
included in the analysis. In general, larger firms or firms listed on the
stock exchange are more likely to disclose more information (Firth,
1979), thereby allowing a more meaningful analysis of their current
financial condition. On the other hand, the accounting records of
small- and medium-sized companies (SME) are not that complete
and precise; therefore, the financial condition of the company may
not be completely reflected by the records. Small- and medium-sized
companies are integral parts of the economy and secure large share of
overall employment (De Wit and De Kok, 2014). Financial reporting
of small- and medium-sized companies is subject of standardization
according IFRS in many jurisdictions (Chand et al., 2015). Nevertheless,
quality of financial reporting of small- and medium-sized companies is
relatively low (Chen et al., 2011). The reason might be that, they are,
in general, private companies, thus there is no pressure form outside of
a company. There are, however, banks and business partners who need
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to assess financial stability of a company. Usually they have to relay on
publicly accessible data of potential business partner. Aim of our study
is to provide tool for predicting bankruptcy as accurate as possible on
authentic available data.

Historical experience led to the introduction of some empirical ad
hoc rules for financial distress assessment. This includes the so-called
golden balance rule, which states that fixed assets should be covered by
fixed capital (equity and long-term debt). The second rule describes the
optimal capital structure. Modigliani and Miller (Modigliani and Miller,
1958) studied the optimal ratio between debt and equity in relation to
the minimal cost of capital. Later, increasing computational power and
a rise in disposable financial datasets allowed the application of more
advanced statistical methods. A seminal study by Altman (1968) consid-
ered multivariate discrimination analysis to quantify critical values of
the so-called Z-score to identify the threat of bankruptcy. Other signifi-
cant work from that period is that of Beaver (1966) and Tamari (1966).
Other studies of bankruptcy used a variety of statistical procedures such
as linear discriminant analysis, logistic regression, and factor analysis.
Survey of these methods is provided by Dimitras et al. (Dimitras et al.,
1996). Owing to their simplicity, these methods are uncritically used
by many regardless of changing economic conditions (e.g., different
phases of an economic cycle, different inflation levels, factors specific
of a national currency, etc.) (Nwogugu, 2007).

In last two decades, popularity of bankruptcy predictions methods
has shifted from statistical to intelligent ones. Authors (Kumar and Ravi,
2007) compared papers employing methods from those two groups and
conclude that intelligent methods outperform statistical methods. Intel-
ligent methods are able to take into account large number of attributes
and to assess more complex relationships among them.

From a machine-learning point of view, bankruptcy prediction is a
binary classification task. However, considering a real-world scenario,
even in the most burdensome times the number of bankrupt compa-
nies constitutes only a fraction of all operating companies. In fact, our
data show that only two percent (or less) of all considered companies
went bankrupt. This means that one of the two classes (i.e., bankrupt) is
underrepresented compared to the other class (i.e., non-bankrupt). Most
of the conventional machine-learning approaches would be severely
affected by this distribution of data and could not be used.

There are two main approaches to deal with imbalanced datasets.
The first approach attempts to create the more balanced distribution
of classes through some preprocessing techniques. The preprocessing
techniques fail into three categories: undersampling, oversampling and
hybrid representing the combination of these two. For highly imbal-
anced datasets with only few minority samples the oversampling is the
recommended approach (Haixiang et al., 2017). Apparent disadvantage
of the oversampling is creation of the new minority samples that poses
additional demands on computational resources. The second approach
to cope with imbalanced data utilizes learning algorithms that are capa-
ble to successfully learn from imbalanced data. This includes ensemble
classifiers, cost-sensitive learning, algorithmic classifier modification
and other methods for imbalanced learning such as one-class learning
and outlier detection. Particularly, one-class learning is suggested as the
preferred approach for extremely imbalanced datasets in Raskutti and
Kowalczyk (2004) and Haibo He and Garcia (2009). A several com-
prehensive reviews of imbalanced learning were published so we rec-
ommend those for the more interested reader (Haixiang et al., 2017;
Krawczyk, 2016; Haibo He and Garcia, 2009). We employ one-class
methods since these were recommended by some authors for strongly
imbalanced scenarios such as ours (Haibo He and Garcia, 2009).

Authors (Zhou, 2013) in their study analyzed six sampling methods
for imbalanced data of corporate bankruptcy. They concluded, that for
low number of bankrupt companies in sample SMOTE achieved best
results. Among five different prediction models SVM achieved best per-
formance. In paper Kim et al. (2015) authors propose to use GMBoost
on imbalanced datasets. They argue this method brings best results than
AdaBoost or CostBoost. Further, they used SMOTE to re-sample date

which lead to additional increase in predictive capacities. One of the lat-
est study (Veganzones and Severin, 2018) focuses on the level of imbal-
ance in bankruptcy prediction data. According their findings, if only less
than 20% training data represents bankrupt companies prediction abil-
ity is significantly lowered. To overcome this problem, they employed
multiple oversampling and undersampling methods. Their findings con-
firmed, that SVM is the least sensitive technique to imbalanced data.
However, in case of strong imbalance the predictive performance is
severely affected. None of mentioned studies focuses specifically on the
small- and medium-sized companies data.

Another promising approach is application of hazard duration mod-
els to bankruptcy prediction. A wide variety of the survival mod-
els offered investigators an ample space to precise model specifica-
tions under various conditions. The basic answer of the continuous
vs. discrete-time model dilemma in SME bankruptcy prediction was
resolved Gupta et al. (2015) indicating the discrete-time model supe-
riority. This opinion is supported by the presence of the data dis-
cretized into relatively short annual time series, i.e., conditions pre-
venting the proper application of the continuous-time models. How-
ever, as the most of the works on bankruptcy also this study deals
with balanced or almost balanced data. The studies focusing on severely
imbalanced data are quite scarce. Another limitation is that many pre-
vious studies mostly focus on bigger companies or companies indexed
on stack exchange. The analysis of small- and medium-sized compa-
nies start to appear only recently and there are still open issues to
investigate.

With this study we aim at the area of bankruptcy prediction that is
less investigated: small- and medium-sized companies in highly imbal-
anced scenario. We collected an extensive dataset consisting of thou-
sands of limited liability companies from two business areas: construc-
tion and manufacturing. The dataset contains 20 financial ratios that
are derived from these companies’ annual reports. The uniqueness of
the dataset lies in the number of companies we included, the realistic
imbalanced distribution of bankrupt and non-bankrupt companies and
the fact that we cover small- and medium-sized companies. The pro-
posed methodology is transferable to all companies that need to pro-
vide annual reports and not only companies that are indexed with the
stock exchange.

The results obtained with the proposed model are very similar on
the datasets from both industries, and this conveys some confidence in
our results.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we briefly review related papers on bankruptcy prediction.
Then, we describe the dataset, which was compiled by the authors, is
novel, and was not published before. In the fourth section, we provide
details of our preliminary statistical analysis of the data, after which
we present an in-depth analysis of the importance of different features
on the target variable through feature selection techniques. Finally, we
apply several one-class classifiers together with conventional support
vector machines and identify the best-performing model. The discus-
sion and conclusions are provided in the last section.

2. Literature review of machine-learning methods for bankruptcy
prediction

In the last decades, the development of machine learning drew the
attention of economists and the field of bankruptcy prediction is no
exception. Predicting the bankruptcy of a firm may be approached as
a classification problem, which consists of, in general, two classes:
bankrupt and non-bankrupt. The popularity and importance of this
topic is reflected in a large number of papers summarized in several
recent reviews (Kumar and Ravi, 2007; Lin et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2014;
Alaka et al., 2018). Despite the ever-increasing variety of intelligent
methods, there are four techniques that are discussed in all mentioned
reviews: Neural networks (NNs), Decision trees (DTs), Case-based rea-
soning (CBR), and support vector machines (SVMs). These are the most
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Table 1
Distribution of the data among the bankrupt and non-bankrupt classes.

2013 2014 2015 2016

construction 25/1205 30/1418 20/1749 14/2174
manufacturing 30/4077 30/4450 26/5019 14/5840

frequently used methods that achieve variable results depending on the
data under investigation.

The most popular method, which has been in use since the 1990s,
is neural networks. The latest review paper by Alaka (Alaka et al.,
2018) listed 38 papers in which the authors used some form of NN.
Multiple architectures of NN were applied in the field of bankruptcy
prediction (e.g., multilayer perceptrons (Iturriaga and Sanz, 2015),
back-propagation neural networks (Lee and Choi, 2013), and prob-
abilistic neural networks (Yang et al., 1999)). The conventional NN
method belongs to the earliest machine-learning methods used to pre-
dict bankruptcy, thus it serves as a benchmark for other ML methods.
Although NN models are highly accurate, they are often described as
“black-box.” This issue was addressed in a study (Olden and Jackson,
2002), in which the authors argued that it is possible to uncover the
underlying processes hidden in such a model.

Another frequently used machine-learning method for bankruptcy
prediction is DTs. In a seminal paper about this method (Sung et al.,
1999), the authors compered DTs with the following methods: discrim-
inant analysis, genetic algorithms, and NN. The results showed that the
DT method provides interpretable results. Other studies employing this
method are for instance (Lee et al., 2006) and (Yeh and Lien, 2009).

In general, CBR is based on previous experiences - cases that create
precedence for solving similar problems in the future. Usually mod-
els based on the CBR method use the Euclidean distance and k-nearest
neighbor method. CBR is more suited to smaller data samples and
is similar to human decision making (Kumar and Ravi, 2007). Even
though an initial study (Jo et al., 1997) suggested that CBR is not a suit-
able method for bankruptcy prediction, several later studies (Chuang,
2013; Ahn and Kim, 2009; Li and Sun, 2008, 2009; Sartori et al., 2016)
achieved results showing that the prediction performance was compa-
rable with other ML methods.

SVM gained popularity for bankruptcy prediction in the late 2000s
(Lin et al., 2012). Several papers (Min and Lee, 2005; Shin et al., 2005;
Min et al., 2006; Ding et al., 2008; Chaudhuri and De, 2011; Wang and
Ma, 2012; Li et al., 2015) compared the prediction accuracy of SVM

with that of NN (and other methods) and the results of all the afore-
mentioned studies suggest that the performance of SVM is superior.
The advantages of using this method are, however, offset by the non-
transparency of the model, which may be confusing for an audience
unfamiliar with machine learning (Alaka et al., 2018).

These baseline methods can be combined in several ways in order
to boost the accuracy or to overcome certain shortcomings of individ-
ual classifiers. There are two basic approaches for combining different
classifiers – the ensemble and hybrid methods. The ensemble approach
divides the initial problem into smaller sub-problems, which are solved
by individual classification algorithms. The results of the base classifiers
are then combined. Multiple bankruptcy prediction models applied an
ensemble approach (e.g., Liao et al. (2014); Zhu et al. (2017)). The
hybrid approach combines different classification techniques sequen-
tially (Azayite and Achchab, 2016; Ding et al., 2008).

As in many other domains, nature inspired algorithms were suc-
cessfully used also for bankruptcy prediction (Gordini, 2014; Wang et
al., 2017).

In practice, the number of bankrupt companies is noticeably smaller
than the number of non-bankrupt companies. However, this fact is fre-
quently neglected in many papers and balanced data are considered.
Methods for bankruptcy should definitely take into account this imbal-
ance in order to prevent errors of type I and II, according to which
a non-bankrupt company is evaluated as bankrupt and vice versa. A
few studies have already considered the issue of imbalanced data for
bankruptcy prediction (Haibo He and Garcia, 2009; Sun et al., 2018;
Zhou, 2013; Li and Sun, 2012).

3. Data

The dataset consists of thousands of records of business entities
operating in the Slovak republic (member state of EU, Schengen area,
and Eurozone) during the years 2010–2016. Each company is charac-
terized by 20 financial attributes derived from the company’s annual
report. The financial attributes and their descriptive statistics are listed
in Table 2. According to the EU classification (Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities, 2003) the majority of analyzed firms are small- or
medium-sized companies; precisely, it is 94.49% for manufacturing and
99.09% for construction.

It should be noted that, especially small companies do not maintain
their accounting records precisely and this may result in the occurrence
of some data outliers. However, these imperfections naturally exist in

Table 2
Descriptive statistics of analyzed financial ratios.

Category Financial Ratio Construction Manufacturing

Q25 Median Q75 Mean Q25 Median Q75 Mean

Activity Total Asset Turnover (TAT) 131.05 229.64 431.44 20,165.56 149.94 233.34 378.56 2809.57
Asset Turnover Days (ATD) 29.25 72.75 146.81 4454.34 29.64 56.43 98.42 843.73
Days Total Receivables Outstanding (DTR) 41.81 94.42 195.24 6273.94 40.61 75.54 146.18 849.40
Inventory Turnover Days (ITD) 0.42 6.89 34.39 22,155.36 6.58 26.53 62.42 118.27

Liquidity Cash Ratio (L1) 0.11 0.47 1.86 13.69 0.07 0.34 1.26 4.74
Quick Ratio (L2) 0.81 1.31 3.35 16.91 0.63 1.17 2.57 7.12
Current Ratio (L3) 0.96 1.43 3.61 17.82 0.94 1.49 3.17 7.82

Return Of Assets (ROA) −0.23 2.64 11.60 −10.15 0.06 3.75 13.03 −7.20
Profitability Return On Equity (ROE) 0.40 13.93 38.77 2.72 0.86 13.20 37.23 −78.45

Return On Sales (ROS) −0.06 1.68 6.81 −277.76 0.11 2.40 8.02 118.54
Return On Investment (ROI) 2.51 15.39 35.57 19.28 10.16 25.98 50.43 28.55
Labor-to-Revenue Ratio (LRR) 0.00 5.43 15.85 17.60 3.74 12.27 23.67 22.59
Wages to added ratio (WAR) 0.00 29.61 63.38 14.06 15.26 48.99 72.80 27.81

Solvency Debt-to-Assets Ratio (DA) 0.35 0.71 0.94 7.61 0.33 0.61 0.87 5.94
Debt-to-Equity Ratio (DE) 0.22 1.52 6.36 63.33 0.32 1.23 4.22 58.06
Financial Leverage (FL) 1.14 2.11 5.16 19.86 1.27 2.05 4.13 17.55
Debt To Income Ratio (DIR) 25.34 63.79 87.66 83.93 29.06 57.59 81.62 78.32
Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DCR) 2.06 12.14 43.75 −1053.86 5.92 19.22 50.40 73.83
Asset Coverage Ratio (ACR) 0.54 1.24 2.80 69.70 0.71 1.27 2.55 7.20
Bank Liabilities To Debt Ratio (BL) 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.85 0.00 0.00 5.15 5.61
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Fig. 1. Most important groups of financial ratios based on the Vote method. Result of the Vote method (FS analysis): the 10 most important financial ratios divided
into four categories. The percentage represents the number of financial ratios within a given category that belong to the TT́op 10,´ i.e., the importance of a particular
category. The significance of a particular financial ratio is assessed for one to three years prior to bankruptcy, therefore it may occur more than once.

real-world data; thus, any proposed methodology should be able to pro-
cess these types of data.

The dataset contains data from the annual report of the company
three years prior to the year of evaluation R. We consider four different
years of evaluation R: 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016. The economical
attributes are available three years prior to each evaluation year i.e.,
R − 1, R − 2, R − 3.

Two types of companies are included in the dataset: bankrupt and
non-bankrupt companies. Bankruptcy is, in general, the consequence of
financial distress, a situation in which a firm is not able to fulfill its
obligations. Although the definition of bankruptcy differs among juris-
dictions, two distinct statuses prevail. In the first, all company assets are
liquidated in order to fulfill as much debt as possible and the company
is no longer a going concern. The second status is in the form of reor-
ganization, which involves the settlement of debt repayment between
a company and its creditors while the company continues to exist. All
companies operating in the Slovak republic within the time frame 2010
to 2016 are included. Naturally, the number of bankrupt companies
is significantly smaller than the number of non-bankrupt companies.
The concrete distribution of the data is presented in Table 1. The non-
bankrupt class severely outrepresents the bankrupt company class. The
fraction of bankrupt companies is less than 2%.

The data included in our analysis originate from two business areas
construction and manufacturing. These data are part of a larger dataset
that also covers other industries such as services, agronomy, and retail.
However, we did not consider these other industries in this study
because of the small number of samples (< 10) in their respective
minority classes.

4. Preliminary statistical analysis

We obtained initial insight into the data by employing the t-
distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) (Maaten and Hinton,
2008) approach to dimensionality reduction and visualization of the
data. This allows the data to be visualized in the form of a two-
dimensional map. In this regard, tSNE was shown to provide improved
visualizations than other methods in the case of two-dimensional maps
(Maaten and Hinton, 2008) and it was successfully used in different
domains (Akcay et al., 2018; Kim and Cho, 2018). tSNE is an extension
of stochastic neighbor embedding (Hinton and Roweis, 2002), which
basically converts high-dimensional distances between data points in
Euclidean space to conditional probabilities that represent similarities.
The aim of tSNE is to find a low-dimensional data representation that
minimizes the mismatch between the conditional probabilities of data
points in the high-dimensional space and low-dimensional dataspace.

tSNE achieves this through minimization of a single Kullback-Leibler
divergence between the joint probability distribution in the high-
dimensional and low-dimensional space. The cost function of tSNE is
optimized by using an improved gradient descent procedure, where the
improvement lies in adding 12 additional penalties and so-called early
exaggeration.

The visualization of both of the datasets pertaining to the con-
struction and manufacturing industries is provided in Fig. 2. The fig-
ures depict the tSNE map of data for a particular year R by consid-
ering financial variables of three years prior to the evaluation year
(R − 3 & R − 2 & R − 1) i.e., 60 variables. All maps share sev-
eral patterns. First, it is possible to isolate areas containing only non-
bankrupt companies. Therefore, we hypothesize that certain rules can
be induced to characterize some of the non-bankrupt companies even
though the mapped pattern changes slightly for different evaluation
years, which means that the attributes vary through the years. This
is expected because some of the variables also depend on the spe-
cific situation in the market or in the business area, which changes
from year to year. Another observation is that the data points repre-
senting bankrupt companies lie within clouds of non-bankrupt com-
panies and as such it is difficult to isolate a bankrupt company by
using a simple linear classifier. Last, even though some of the bankrupt
companies tend to occupy an outlying position, no typical outliers are
visible.

The fact that identification of a firm heading toward bankruptcy
is not a straightforward process is confirmed by the large number of
studies of this topic. Possible reasons why signs of bankruptcy are not
more visible in advance are that a firm may intentionally conceal facts
about its decline in its annual reports or the process of decay may be
shorter than the reporting frequency.

5. Analysis of feature importance

Twenty features can be derived from the annual report. We take into
account the three years prior to the evaluation year, which yield 60
financial attributes altogether. Observing and tracking all 60 attributes
is not a trivial task for a human observer. Moreover, we assume that
some features are more closely related to the target variable than others.
Therefore, it is convenient to have smaller group of features that are
relevant for bankruptcy prediction. These features can be used as initial
indicators of potential bankruptcy.

Basically, there are two approaches that allow the formulation of
a smaller group of significant features: feature extraction and feature
selection (Garca et al., 2016). Feature extraction transforms existing
features into new low-dimensional feature space. Examples are the visu-
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Fig. 2. tSNE visualization of construction and manufacturing datasets for different evaluation years considering data from all three years prior to evaluation year.
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alizations that are presented in the previous section. Even though this
is very useful for visualization purposes, and there are other advan-
tages such as preventing the course of dimensionality, because a fea-
ture extraction approach creates new features. The apparent draw-
back is the difficulty to link new features to original ones and as such
the new features are not a direct representation of the known finan-
cial attributes. Another approach, feature selection, focuses on iden-
tification of the most relevant features for the prediction of the tar-
get variable and removes the irrelevant features. Feature selection (FS)
is a very lively area of research to which a wide variety of meth-
ods can be applied. In general, FS methods can be divided into filter,
wrapper, and embedded techniques (Bolon-Canedo et al., 2015). We
apply FS to identify the most relevant features. Obtaining a smaller,
compact group helps the human observer to more effectively ana-
lyze and evaluate results. Moreover, once we know which features are
the most important indicators of bankruptcy we can focus on particu-
lar financial attributes and determine the probable cause of potential
bankruptcy.

The “no free lunch” theorem also applies to feature selection meth-
ods, i.e., no single method exists that would dominate in terms of per-
formance over others. In order to provide robust feature selection we
employ four filter and one wrapper FS techniques. Each of these tech-
niques is based on a different theoretical background therefore they
provide diverse opinions on the selection of the most important fea-
tures (Ang et al., 2016). Particularly, we used three supervised filter
FS techniques: tree-based FS (Geurts et al., 2006), fisher score FS, reli-
efF method (Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko, 2003), unsupervised lap
score FS method (He et al., 2005), and recursive feature elimination
(RFE) based on an SVM estimator (Guyon et al., 2002).

We applied five FS methods to the data on a per year basis, i.e.,
FS was applied to data from year R − 3 to R − 1 prior to the evalu-
ation year R. Every evaluation year is treated separately. The features
selected for the construction industry are provided in Table 3 and those
for the manufacturing industry in Table 4. The ten most important fea-
tures are listed for each method. These are ordered in the order of
importance with one exception being the RFE FS, which, rather than
providing the ranking of features, only a group of selected features is
obtained. Additionally to the five FS methods, we also selected fea-
tures based on the vote of all FS methods (ensemble FS) per particu-

lar year (last column in Tables 3 and 4). The voting procedure is as
follows. The each feature that was selected by concrete FS methods
obtains one point. The scores from all FS methods were summed, and
the features obtaining the highest score were selected by the ensem-
ble FS, i.e., these are the most frequently selected features per year. In
the case of an equal score, ties were broken by random decision. As
ensemble FS allows us to analyze the opinion of multiple FS methods
at once, it is more robust to divergence that can be experienced by sin-
gle FS. The feature set selected by ensemble FS enables us to identify a
group of features that are selected in at least three out of four evaluated
years for both the manufacturing and construction datasets. These are
DIRR−1, BLR−1, ROSR−1, and BLR−3. The fact that these features were
selected multiple times independently for both businesses means that
this selection was made with a high degree of confidence. The features
that were selected at least for two evaluation years and both consid-
ered businesses by ensemble FS are ROAR−1, DAR−1, and ROIR−1. A
possible reason why the list of most important features changes over
time is that other information (e.g., non-financial data or information
pertaining to the economy as a whole) is not taken into consideration.
Another possible reason is the different cause of bankruptcy for the
firms analyzed in a particular year. The last row of the last column
contains the features that were selected the most frequently for the
entire dataset by all methods through all evaluated years. The seven fea-
tures (DIRR−1, BLR−1, ROSR−1, BLR−3, ROAR−1, DAR−1, ROIR−1) are the
same for the construction and manufacturing industries. Going beyond
the first ten features shown in the table reveals that WARR−1 has the
same score TATR−2, but since the ties are broken randomly TATR−2
was selected by chance. Similarly, BLR−2 and TATR−2, both of which
were selected for the manufacturing dataset but not for construction,
occupy the next position after the top ten features. Based on this,
we can conclude that the attributes that were selected as significant
are highly similar for both datasets, thereby validating the achieved
results.

Regarding the differences in the selected features, we need to
consider the issue of feature selection (in)stability (Kalousis et al.,
2007). It was already proved several times that applying FS methods
to slightly changed data yields different results (Fakhraei et al., 2014;
Drotar et al., 2015). Some methods provide relatively stable results,
although the output of others can vary to a greater extent. Therefore,

Table 3
Selected features. Construction dataset.

year tree fisher reliefF lap svm ensemble choice

2013 ROAR−1,ROIR−1, ROAR−1,ROIR−1, BLR−3,BLR−2, DTRR−3,DCRR−3, LRRR−2,ROAR−1, BLR−1,ROIR−1
DAR−1,ACRR−1, BLR−1,ROIR−3, BLR−1,DIRR−3, DIRR−1,ATDR−3, ROSR−1, LRRR−1, ROAR−1,ROIR−3
WARR−1,BLR−1, ROAR−3,DAR−3, DAR−3, ITDR−3, DAR−1,TATR−1, L2R−3, L3R−3, ACRR−1,DAR−1,

ROSR−1,ROER−1, DIRR−3,ACRR−1, DCRR−1,WARR−2, ATDR−1,TATR−3, TATR−3,TATR−2, ROSR−1,BLR−3
ROIR−3,ROER−3, DIRR−2,BLR−2, ROIR−3, FLR−2, TATR−2,ATDR−2, ITDR−1,ROIR−1, TATR−2,TATR−3

2014 DIRR−1,ROAR−1, ACRR−1,DTRR−2, BLR−1,BLR−3, DTRR−1,TATR−1, ROAR−3,DCRR−1, DIRR−1,BLR−1,

ROSR−1,ACRR−1, DIRR−1,ATDR−2, BLR−2,ROSR−1, ATDR−1,DIRR−2, DIRR−1,ROIR−1, FLR−1,TATR−2,

FLR−2,ATDR−1, TATR−2,ROSR−1, WARR−3,ROER−1, DAR−2,DAR−1, DAR−1, ITDR−1, DAR−1, ITDR−1
ITDR−1,WARR−1, ACRR−2,BLR−1, ACRR−3,WARR−1, TATR−2,ATDR−2, WARR−2, LRRR−1, ACRR−3,ATDR−2
BLR−1,ROER−2, ACRR−3,BLR−3, ACRR−2,DIRR−1, TATR−3,ATDR−3, ROIR−3, ITDR−2, TATR−2,BLR−3,

2015 DIRR−1,ROSR−1, ROSR−1,DIRR−1, DAR−1,ROSR−1, TATR−2,DTRR−2, ROAR−3,DCRR−1, DIRR−1,ROSR−1,

WARR−1,ATDR−1, LRRR−1,WARR−1, LRRR−1,ROIR−1, DCRR−3,ATDR−2, DIRR−1, L1R−1, BLR−3,WARR−1,

LRRR−2,DTRR−1, ROSR−2,ROAR−1, ROAR−1,BLR−3, ACRR−1,DIRR−3, ROIR−3, ITDR−3, ROSR−2, LRRR−1,

ITDR−1,WARR−3, ATDR−1,BLR−3, BLR−2,BLR−1, TATR−3,DAR−2, ITDR−2,ROSR−3, BLR−1,ROAR−1,

BLR−1,DAR−3, DAR−1,ROIR−1, DIRR−1,ROSR−2, FLR−3,DER−3, L2R−3, L3R−3, ROIR−1,ATDR−3,

2016 DIRR−1,DER−1, DER−1,DER−2, DIRR−1,DIRR−2, TATR−1,TATR−3, ACRR−3,ROSR−3, DIRR−1,DIRR−2
ROAR−1, FLR−2, DIRR−1,WARR−1, BLR−3,BLR−1, ATDR−1,DCRR−3, ITDR−1, L2R−3, ROAR−1,WARR−1,

DTRR−1,WARR−1, ROAR−1,DIRR−2, ROIR−1,BLR−2, DTRR−3,ATDR−3, L3R−3,DCRR−1, BLR−3,ROER−2,

DIRR−2, LRRR−1, ROER−2,BLR−3, ROAR−1, FLR−2, ACRR−2,DTRR−1, DIRR−1, ITDR−3, LRRR−1,ROIR−1,

DCRR−1,ROER−2, DAR−2, LRRR−2, LRRR−2,ROIR−2, LRRR−1,ACRR−1, ROIR−1, L2R−1, DCRR−1, LRRR−2
best per FS WARR−1,ROAR−1, ROAR−1,BLR−3, BLR−2,BLR−1, TATR−3,TATR−2, ROIR−1, L2R−3, DIRR−1,BLR−1,

ROSR−1,BLR−1, DIRR−1,WARR−1, DIRR−1,BLR−3, ATDR−2,ATDR−1, L3R−3, ITDR−1, ROAR−1,ROIR−1,

DIRR−1,ACRR−1, ROSR−1,BLR−1, ROAR−1,ROSR−1, ATDR−3,DCRR−3, DCRR−1,DIRR−1, ROSR−1,WARR−1,

DTRR−1,ATDR−1, ROIR−1,ACRR−1, ROIR−1, FLR−2, TATR−1,ACRR−1, DIRR−3, ITDR−2, DAR−1,ATDR−1,

FLR−2, ITDR−1, DIRR−2, LRRR−1, DIRR−3,DAR−1, DAR−2,DTRR−1, LRRR−1, ITDR−2, BLR−3, LRRR−1,
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Table 4
Selected features. Manufacturing dataset.

year tree fisher reliefF lap svm best per year

2013 ROAR−1,ROIR−1, ROAR−1,ROIR−1, LRRR−3,BLR−2, DTRR−3,DCRR−3, LRRR−2,ROAR−1, BLR−1,ROIR−1,

DAR−1,ACRR−1, BLR−1,ROIR−1, BLR−1, L2R−3, L2R−1,ATDR−3, ROSR−1, LRRR−1, ROAR−1,ROIR−3,

WARR−1,BLR−1, ROAR−3,DAR−3, DAR−3, ITDR−3, DAR−1,TATR−1, L2R−3, L3R−3, ACRR−1,ROSR−1,

ROSR−1,ROER−1, L2R−3,ACRR−1, DCRR−1,WARR−2, ATDR−3,TATR−3, TATR−3,TATR−2, TATR−3,TATR−2,

ROIR−1,ROER−3, L2R−2,BLR−2, ROIR−1, FLR−2, TATR−2,ATDR−2, ITDR−1,ROIR−1, BLR−2,DAR−1
2014 BLR−1, L2R−1, BLR−2,WARR−2, LRRR−2,BLR−1, ROSR−2,DTRR−1, L2R−1, L3R−1, DIRR−1,BLR−3,

BLR−2,ROSR−1, BLR−1,BLR−1, BLR−1, LRRR−1, ATDR−3,TATR−1, ROSR−3,DCRR−2, BLR−2,ROSR−1,

ACRR−2,DER−2, ROAR−1,ROIR−1, BLR−2, FLR−1, ROSR−1, L2R−1, L1R−2, L2R−3, BLR−1,ROSR−3,

ITDR−1, FLR−1, L2R−1,ROSR−1, ACRR−1,DER−2, ROSR−3,ATDR−3, L3R−2,DCRR−1, LRRR−2, LRRR−1,

BLR−1, LRRR−3, LRRR−1, LRRR−2, ITDR−3, FLR−2, TATR−2, L2R−2, DAR−3, L1R−1, FLR−1, FLR−3,

2015 ROAR−1,BLR−1, ROAR−1, LRRR−2, BLR−1,BLR−1, ROSR−3,ATDR−2, TATR−1,ACRR−1, DIRR−1,BLR−1,

LRRR−2, L2R−1, BLR−1, ITDR−2, LRRR−3,ROIR−1, TATR−2,DTRR−2, L2R−1,DAR−2, ROAR−1,BLR−3,

L2R−2,ROIR−1, BLR−2, L2R−1, BLR−2,WARR−1, ROSR−2, L2R−2, L1R−2,WARR−2, WARR−1,BLR−2,

ROSR−2,ROER−2, ROAR−2, FLR−2, ROAR−1, FLR−3, DER−3,ROAR−2, DAR−1,ROSR−1, LRRR−2,ROIR−1,

BLR−1,WARR−1, WARR−1,BLR−1, FLR−1, L2R−1, TATR−3,TATR−1, L1R−1,DCRR−2, BLR−2,TATR−1
2016 DAR−1,DTRR−1, DAR−1, LRRR−3, DAR−1,BLR−1, ATDR−3,TATR−3, ROAR−3,DCRR−2, ROSR−1,DIRR−1,

L2R−1,ROSR−1, TATR−3, ITDR−3, BLR−1,BLR−2, DTRR−3, L2R−3, ROSR−3,ROSR−1, ROSR−3,DTRR−3,

WARR−2,ROAR−1, ROSR−3, L2R−1, L2R−1, LRRR−1, ROSR−3,WARR−1, L1R−2,DTRR−3, DAR−1,DTRR−1,

BLR−1, FLR−2, ATDR−3,DTRR−1, ROSR−1,ROIR−2, LRRR−3,TATR−2, ITDR−3,TATR−1, DAR−2, LRRR−3,

ROER−1,DAR−2, ROSR−1,DTRR−3, ROAR−2, ITDR−1, DAR−2,ROAR−3, DTRR−1,ROIR−1, TATR−3, ITDR−3
best per FS ROSR−1,BLR−3, BLR−1,BLR−2, BLR−1,BLR−2, TATR−2,ATDR−3, L1R−2,ROSR−1, DIRR−1,BLR−1

ROAR−1,BLR−1, ROAR−1,DIRR−1, BLR−3,DIRR−1, TATR−3,TATR−1, DCRR−2,TATR−1, ROSR−1,ROAR−1,

DIRR−1,ROIR−1, ROSR−1,BLR−3, ITDR−2, FLR−1, ROSR−3,ATDR−2, L1R−1,ROSR−3, BLR−2,BLR−3,

ROER−1,DAR−1, LRRR−2,ROIR−1, LRRR−1, LRRR−2, DIRR−1,DIRR−2, DAR−1,DIRR−3, ROIR−1,ROSR−3,

WARR−1,DER−2, DAR−1, ITDR−2, FLR−2,ROSR−1, ATDR−1,ROSR−2, DCRR−1,TATR−2, DAR−1,TATR−2,

in order to obtain exactly the same selection on different data the
stability of the FS method would have to be 100% (and the data would
have to comprise exactly the same pattern).

The majority of the most important features belong to the categories
Profitability and Solvency and each of the analyzed industries has one
feature in the Activity category. On the other hand, the financial ratios
of the liquidity category are not considered as important from the over-
all perspective. The financial ratios from the Solvency category imply
external capital sources e.g., the debt and financial ratios from the Prof-
itability category imply a lower total return, which is probably insuf-
ficient to cover liabilities. The representation of different categories
between the most relevant features is visualized in Fig. 1.

Another observation is that the most frequently selected features are
derived from the data one year prior to the evaluation year. Actually,
approximately one half (51% for construction business; 46% for man-
ufacturing business) of the selected features are from the year R − 1.
This confirms our hypothesis that the signs of potential bankruptcy are
the most escalated the year before the firm actually faces bankruptcy.
In the following section on prediction accuracy, we further extend this
analysis and evaluate the extent to which the data from different years
preceding the evaluation year affect the prediction performance.

6. Bankruptcy prediction

Our main goal is to develop a prediction model capable of predicting
the financial bankruptcy of a company as accurately as possible and as
efficiently as possible, considering that it is equally important to avoid
numerous false positives i.e., to identify financially healthy companies
as being non-bankrupt. Because of the strongly imbalanced nature of
our datasets, the choice of the selected methodology reflects the nature
of the data. Detecting the bankrupt company is difficult when overlap-
ping with cluster of non-bakcrupt companies data points. Conventional
machine learning methods can easily fail in this scenario, since they
have the tendency to classify all samples as a majority class. This is
clearly visible in recent study on bankruptcy prediction on imbalanced
data (Veganzones and Severin, 2018). As the imbalance increases the
prediction performance quickly decreases. Therefore, we employ one-
class classification methods, which are known to perform successfully
in strongly imbalanced scenarios (Domingues et al., 2018) and several

authors recommend to use these if data are severely imbalanced (Haibo
He and Garcia, 2009). One class classification methods use only sam-
ples from the majority class to train the model. The anomalous samples
in the test dataset are labeled as bankrupt.

6.1. Prediction methods

We compare three one-class classifiers: One Class SVM (OCSVM)
(Schölkopf et al., 2001), Isolation Forest (Liu et al., 2012) (IF) and
Least-Squares Anomaly Detection (Quinn and Sugiyama, 2014) (LSAD).
Additionally, we also adopt support vector machines (SVMs) for com-
parison. We selected SVM since it is recommended as one of the most
accurate predictors for bankruptcy prediction (Alaka et al., 2018).
Moreover, SVM allows sample weighting so it can be better adapted
to imbalanced data and provide competitive alternative for other inves-
tigated methods.

6.1.1. SVM and OCSVM
The OCSVM is built on famous Vapnik’s idea of support vec-

tor machines Vapnik (1995). The starting assumption is that outliers
occupy low-density region of the data space and kernel model can be
used to characterize high density regions. The goal is to find function f
that is able to identify points lying outside the region containing points
from majority class. The strategy proposed in Schölkopf et al. (2001) is
to map the data into the feature space corresponding to kernel and to
separate them from origin with maximum margin. This can be achieved
by solving quadratic programming task.

Let us first define training data as x1, x2,… , xl ∈ X where l ∈  is
the number of observations. Additionally, let Φ be the map that maps X
into inner product space F so the image of Φ is determined by evaluat-
ing the kernel k(x,y) = (Φ(x) · Φ(y)). To separate data from the origin
through the hyper-plane the quadratic program that needs to be solved
is

min
w∈F,𝜉∈,𝜌∈

1
2
‖w‖2 + 1

vl

∑
i
𝜉i − 𝜌 (1)

s.t.(w · Φ(xi)) ≥ 𝜌 − 𝜉i, 𝜉i ≥ 0 (2)

where v ∈ (0,1] characterizes the fraction of support vectors and out-
liers. The w and 𝜌 are a weight vector and an offset parameterizing a
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hyper-plane in the feature space associated with the kernel. It can be
shown Schölkopf et al. (2001) that results proven for binary classifica-
tion through SVM Schölkopf et al. (2000) are also valid for single class
classifier. Then, assuming 𝜌 ≠ 0 holds for equations (1) and (2), v rep-
resents upper bound for fraction of outliers and lower bound on fraction
of SVM. Moreover, if the data are separable and generated indepen-
dently form distribution P not containing discrete components and the
kernel is analytic and non-constant, v equals to the fraction of outliers
and fraction of SVs.

For w and 𝜌 that solve quadratics programming problem in 1 is the
decision function

f (x) = sgn((w · Φ(x)) − 𝜌) (3)

positive for the most examples xi, while regularization term ‖w‖
is still small. The tradeoff is controlled by variable v. As long as Φ is
implicit the above optimization problem can be solved by its dual form

min
a

1
2
∑
i,j

aiajk(xi, xj) (4)

s.t. 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1
vl

∑
i

ai = 1 (5)

Then 𝜌 can be determined as

𝜌 = (w · Φ(xi)) =
∑

j
ajk(xi, xj) (6)

We improved the performance OF classifier by conducting
a grid search over the grid (degree, 𝛾, 𝜇) defined by the
product of the sets degree = [1,2,3],𝛾 = [0.01,0.1,1,5],
𝜇 = [0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25,0.3,0.35,0.4,0.45,0.5,0.55,0.6,0.65,0.7,0.75,
0.8,0.85,0.9], where degree is the degree of the polynomial kernel of
the SVM, 𝜇 is the upper bound on the fraction of training errors and
a lower bound of the fraction of support vectors, and 𝛾 is the kernel
coefficient.

6.1.2. LSAD
The idea of LSAD is based on assumption similar to OCSVM but use

the different loss function that makes LSAD faster and easier to train
at no cost in the prediction performance. LSAD is extended applica-
tion of the least squares probabilistic classification Quinn and Sugiyama
(2014); Sugiyama (2010). Assume class labels yi ∈ Y corresponding to
observations X and let yi ∈ {1,… , c} to be set of possible classes. Our
aim is to estimate class conditional probabilities p(y ∣ x). To estimate
p(y = i ∣ x) for each i ∈ Y we can construct q(y = i ∣ x, 𝜃i = 𝜃T

i Ψ(X)),
where 𝜃i = (𝜃i,1,… , 𝜃i,B)T ∈  for B parameters. Considering case when
classes {c + 1, c + 2,…} are represented only in test data but not in
the training data, we need to assign value to estimate p̂ = (y =∗ x) for
some test data x. The y = ∗, ∗ ∈ Y denote anomaly class. In this case
conditional probability of an outlier can be estimated with

q(y = ∗∣ x, 𝜃∗) = 1 − 𝜃T
∗Ψ(X). (7)

This is equal to searching for 𝜃∗ , such that 7 is close to zero when
x lies inside the region containing points from majority class and zero
otherwise. To achieve this we need to minimize loss function

l∗(𝜃∗) =
1
2 ∫ (1 − 𝜃T

∗Ψ(x))2p(x)dx + 𝛼
2
‖‖𝜃∗‖‖2. (8)

It can be shown that 8 is minimized by [13].

𝜃∗ = (ΨTΨ + 𝛼IB)−1
∑
j∈Y

ΨTmj =
∑
j∈Y

𝜃j (9)

and therefore

q(y =∗∣ x, 𝜃1,… , 𝜃S) = 1 −
∑
j∈Y

q(y =∗∣ x, 𝜃j). (10)

The parameter 𝛼 is used to regularize and to increase the sensitivity to
outliers.

In the case of LSAD we search through
the parameters 𝛼 = [0.01,0.1,1,2,3,5,10] and
𝜎 = [0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25,0.3,0.35,0.4,0.45,0.5,0.55,0.6,0.65,0.7,0.75,
0.8,0.85,0.9,1,2,5,10]. Here, 𝛼 controls the sensitivity to outliers and
𝜎 determines the smoothness of the boundary.

6.1.3. Isolation forest
The isolation forest is unsupervised non-parametric approach to

anomaly detection (Liu et al., 2012). In contrast to the previous two
methods IF differs in terms of the approach that is used to separate
data. It does not employ any distance or density measure but rather
attempt to isolate anomalies in data. The IF builds the ensemble of
proper binary trees called isolation trees. The data samples with the
short average length on the isolation tree are anomalies. The anomaly
detection is two step process. First, the isolation trees are constructed
from X by recursive partitioning. X is obtained by subsampling input
data X by selection without replacement. In second, evaluation step,
the anomaly score is estimated from the average path length h(x) (Liu
et al., 2012). The single path length h(x) is obtained by counting the
number of edges from the root node to a terminating node as sample x
traverses through an isolation tree. So the anomaly score a of individual
sample x is defined as

a(x, 𝜏) = 2−
E(h(x))

c(𝜏) , (11)

where E(h(x)) is the average value computed from all trees in ensemble
and c(𝜏) is average path length of unsuccessful searches for set of 𝜏

instances (Liu et al., 2012). This is equivalent to unsuccessful search in
binary search tree, therefore

c(𝜏) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

2H(𝜏 − 1) − 2(𝜏 − 1)∕n for 𝜏 > 2,
1 for 𝜏 = 2,
0 othervise.

(12)

For the IF classifier we experimented with
parameters Nestimators = [100,200,300,400,500],
contamination = [0.02,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4] and
MaxSamples = [256,512,1024,2048].

6.2. Empirical results

In the case of one-class classifiers, we validate the results by divid-
ing the majority class into training data (80%) and test data (20%)
and iterate the experiment 1,000 times with a random split for each
loop. The final result is the average of all 1,000 loops. For the one-
class classifier all minority data are holdout and used only for the
testing phase. In the case of two-class SVM, all data, i.e., including
the minority class, are divided into 80% training and 20% testing
samples, after which the procedure is the same as for the one-class
classifiers.

In the case of missing data, these are imported on a per feature
basis to replace the missing value with the mean value of a particular
feature. Afterwards, the data are scaled to have zero mean and unit
variance.

As this is a severely imbalanced dataset, conventional accuracy
measures cannot be used. Therefore, we decided to use the geomet-
ric mean (GM) score and Area Under the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic Curve (ROC AUC). Both measures take into account the accu-
racy of prediction on both classes, thereby preventing the result from
being dominated by the accuracy of one class. The GM is the squared
root of the product of the sensitivity and specificity and it is defined
as

GM =
√

TP
TP + FN

× TN
TN + FP

. (13)
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Fig. 3. GM score of methods IF, LSAD, OCSVM, SVM for evaluation years 2013–2016. The data are from one (R-1) to three (R-3) years prior to bankruptcy and their
combinations, respectively. Industry dataset.

Here, TP and TN represent the number of true positives and true neg-
atives, respectively. Similarly, FP denotes the number of false positives
and FN the false negatives. Note that, in contrast to the accuracy score,
the value of GM would be reduced to zero if the sensitivity score of one
of the classes was equal to zero.

The ROC curve is determined by plotting TP rate against the FP rate
at different threshold levels. The ROC AUC score is then computed as
area under ROC.

One of our goals is to identify the most crucial time frame for
bankruptcy prediction. Therefore, we evaluate the GM score separately
based on data from one to three years prior to bankruptcy (R − 1,
R − 2, R − 3) and then on the combination of the data from multiple
years, i.e., R − 1 & R − 2, R − 2 & R − 3, and R − 1 & R − 2 &
R − 3.

The GM scores for all four classification methods for both the indus-
try and construction datasets are provided in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
Similarly, the ROC AUC scores are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.

The highest prediction performance is achieved when only data from
year R − 1 are used for prediction. The GM and AUC ROC score for
years R − 2 and R − 3 decrease recognizably, where the GM/ROC
AUC scores for R − 3 are as low as 50%–60%. This is consistent with
the results presented in the previous section, where the features from
year R − 1 appeared to be the most significant. We can confirm our
initial hypothesis that the data from one year prior to bankruptcy are
the most indicative of upcoming financial problems. This observation is
valid for both the manufacturing and construction data. Interestingly,
the combination of multiple years does not improve the classification
score. This can be explained by reasoning that either the classifiers were
not able to take advantage of the data diversity from multiple years
or, more probably, that the dominant information about bankruptcy is
contained in data from year R − 1 and that data from previous years
do not contribute any new information for the predictor.

One-class classification proved to be an efficient approach for
bankruptcy prediction on imbalanced data. Of the three one-class

Fig. 4. GM score of methods IF, LSAD, OCSVM, SVM for evaluation years 2013–2016. The data are from one (R-1) to three (R-3) years prior to bankruptcy and their
combinations, respectively. Constructions dataset.
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Fig. 5. ROC AUC score of methods IF, LSAD, OCSVM, SVM for evaluation years 2013–2016. The data are from one (R-1) to three (R-3) years prior to bankruptcy
and their combinations, respectively. Industry dataset.

Fig. 6. ROC AUC score of methods IF, LSAD, OCSVM, SVM for evaluation years 2013–2016. The data are from one (R-1) to three (R-3) years prior to bankruptcy
and their combinations, respectively. Constructions dataset.

methods used in this paper, LSAD obtained the highest predic-
tion scores to outperform the other predictors in the majority of
experiments. The highest prediction scores were also obtained by
LSAD: GM = 91,54% (ROCAUC = 91,83%) for construction data
and GM = 87,76% (ROCAUC = 87,92%) for manufacturing data.
The SVM that was used as a baseline state-of-the art method displays
quite competitive results in terms of average performance; however, as
the standard deviation of the results is extremely high (more than 10%
in some experiments), it cannot be recommended as a reliable approach
according to this evaluation.

7. Conclusions

Knowledge of an upcoming bankruptcy is a crucial aspect of the
decision-making process of the imperiled company itself as well as
of other institutions interacting with the company. In this paper, we

proposed a classification model to predict bankruptcy of small- and
medium-sized companies, based on data from the annual report of the
companies. These data are frequently available in publicly accessible
databases or can be obtained through web scraping; thus, the proposed
model can be built on these data and form the decision support sys-
tem. We used a new dataset that reflects the authentic imbalanced
distribution of bankrupt and non-bankrupt companies in two different
areas of industry: construction and manufacturing. The proposed model
based on one-class LSAD achieves a prediction score from 76% to 91%,
depending on the evaluation year. Other than the classification model,
we also conducted a detailed analysis of the financial parameters used
for prediction. Knowing the most representative parameters provides
an additional level of information to support the decision-making pro-
cess since the responsible authorities can only focus on the relevant
parameters.
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The results for both industrial areas were very similar, thereby pro-
viding some indication that the model is applicable to other areas
such as machinery and telecommunications. However, validation of the
model for additional areas is a topic for further research.

There are several research directions for future work. We still need
to investigate another approaches for prediction on imbalanced data
such as cost sensitive learning and resampling strategies. We plan to
employ also this approaches and then utilize the obtained knowledge
for the development of new methods for classification on severely
imbalanced datasets. Topic of imbalanced learning has been around for
some time, so there are already several established methods. However,
there is lack of feature selection methods for imbalanced data, so we
believe that this is also topic that deserves more attention. Addition-
ally, similarly to many other paper we focused on standard financial
attributes and use these to build classification models. The introduction
of new features can further improve the classification performance.
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